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Aiding the Internet in Central Asia

Central Asian leaders have, with a few notable exceptions, successfully mixed patronage politics and coercion to perpetuate authoritarian control. Domestic reformers along with multilateral and bilateral aid organizations, for their part, have worked to limit patronage and coercion and to move Central Asian governance beyond the inherited pathologies of the Soviet rule. By their own admission, these domestic and international reformers have had limited success. The World Bank, for example, readily acknowledges that Central Asian leaders have appropriated loans to maintain patronage rule. And, at least in the case of Uzbekistan, bilateral military aid granted as part of the US Global War on Terror has, instead, been appropriated for suppressing domestic populations. Thus, for example, the US purchase of night vision goggles, laptops and Russian made jeeps for the Uzbek border control freed resources for the Uzbek president to buy, among other things, the armored Land Rovers which were used in the bloody May 2005 suppression of protestors in Andijan.

Well-intentioned foreign aid, in short, is often captured and redirected by the region’s authoritarian governments: military aid to secure borders is used within those borders for repression; economic privatization loans are used to maintain state run factories; and internationally-run poverty alleviation programs free corrupt leaders to continue line the pockets of domestic supporters. Encouragingly, however, not all aid programs are so easily captured and reapplied toward patronage politics. In one sphere in particular—the electronic media and new information communication technologies (ICTs)—international aid does appear to have liberalizing effects. As we demonstrate in this paper, otherwise authoritarian regimes are willing to adopt permissive electronic media regulations in their quest to obtain aid for developing ICT infrastructure. (Note to readers: we continue to investigate the causal link here—we believe ICT is likely perceived as a marker of status/development in the region and, as such, autocratic leaders are willing to make some concessions in order to obtain donor aid.)

One Media, Many Regulatory Regimes

Authoritarian governments devote considerable resources to controlling the media. Though critical to the smooth functioning of democracies, free information flows can also lead to instability, protest, and even revolution in authoritarian settings. Rustavi-2’s widely watched television reports of Georgia’s November 2003 sham parliamentary elections, for example, emboldened thousands to take to the streets in Georgia’s Rose Revolution (Economist 2003). One year later, in Ukraine, journalists from the 1+1 television station declared in an evening broadcast that they would no longer report “distorted information ... under the direction of various political forces,” indicating to the hundreds of thousands of protestors in Kiev’s Independence Square that President Kuchma’s authoritarian powers had crumbled (Strauss 2004). Indeed, 1+1 confirmed
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1 Our research is part of an ongoing study of the effects of information technology on society conducted by the Central Asia + Information and Communication Technologies (CAICT) project at the University of Washington in Seattle. The project is supported by the National Science Foundation under Grants No. 0219350 and 0326101. The opinions, findings, and conclusions or recommendations expressed in this material are those of the authors and do not necessarily reflect the views of the National Science Foundation. For more information about the CAICT project, see http://depts.washington.edu/caict/.
what some Ukrainians had learned the previous night when the sign linguist for the state-run UT1 news signed, “Don't believe this. It’s all lies. Yushchenko is our president” (Strauss). And during the March 2005 political upheaval in Kyrgyzstan, the Internet and other media played an instrumental role in the organization of protests that led to the ousting of President Askar Akayev.

As the recent clamp down on media freedoms in Uzbekistan and Kazakhstan demonstrates, the remaining Central Asian presidents well understand the lessons of their fallen authoritarian colleagues—information outlets must be managed lest small protests expand into country-wide oppositionist mobilization. And, in contrast to their deposed Ukrainian, Georgian, and Kyrgyz counterparts, Central Asia’s autocrats have been more successful in controlling their domestic media. All five Central Asian states have consistently ranked among the most oppressive of all media environments in Freedom House’s annual Freedom of the Press surveys. Indeed, in recent years Central Asia’s presidents have pursued similar strategies in controlling the media, nationalizing printing presses, radio and television broadcast channels, hamstringing the few independent media outlets that do exist with endless court cases, and restricting the information and communication environment.

Oddly, however, Central Asian leaderships have differed in their policies toward what is potentially the most politically destabilizing of all media outlets—the Internet. For example, while it regularly padlocked the offices of independent print newspapers, the Akayev regime in Kyrgyzstan maintained an open regulatory environment for the country’s Internet-based media. In neighboring Kazakhstan and Uzbekistan, in contrast, the state closely controls both the traditional and electronic media. Why should these governments, equally repressive of their traditional media, pursue diverging policies toward the Internet? We argue in this paper that Internet regulatory policy in the Central Asian states varies according to who provides the financial capital for new information and communications technology and infrastructure and financing for development of legislative policies. Where international NGOs provide capital and assistance in drafting legislation, such as in Kyrgyzstan and, to a lesser extent, in Uzbekistan, the formal regulatory environment is more open, clearly articulated, and permissive of electronic media. In contrast, where domestic actors fund the development of ICT infrastructure, as in Kazakhstan, regulation is vague and government control and interference more extensive. In short, in contrast to other studies that have found international aid to produce, at best, mixed outcomes in political and economic liberalization (World Bank 2002) our study suggests that, at least with regards to the electronic media, international partnerships in the initial stages of ICT development can lead to islands of openness in otherwise authoritarian states.

Our discussion proceeds in three parts. In section one we review the literature on ICT in developing countries. This literature is comparatively new and, while scholars have studied the links between economics and ICT development, less understood are the political factors that shape ICT development and the potentially regime-destabilizing consequences that emerge as a result of variations in ICT development. In section two, we turn our attention to the political causes behind varying outcomes in Kazakhstan’s, Uzbekistan’s and Kyrgyzstan’s ICT policy. Here we demonstrate how international partnerships in ICT development, in contrast to what is often the case with other forms of international aid, does produce more liberal regulatory regimes. In conclusion, we
explore the potential consequences of these variations. Ultimately, we find that, although the current influence of Internet media is less than more traditional print, radio, and television outlets, Internet accessibility and usage is rapidly increasing, particularly among younger generations. As a result, seemingly inconsequential policy variations today may have profound effects on authoritarian stability in the near future.

**ICT Regulation and Authoritarian Regimes**

Though several studies investigate the diffusion and adoption of Internet capabilities in developing countries, scholars have devoted little attention to the regulatory environment in which these new ICTs function. For example, in contrast to the growing literature which addresses questions of e-readiness and efforts to bridge the international digital divide between developed and developing countries (see, for example, World Internet Report 2004; Harvard Center for International Development, Wallsten 2003), comparatively little analysis has been devoted to the laws and formal and informal incentives regulating new ICTs in developing countries. Some scholars have, helpfully, studied the political effects of new ICTs in transitional settings. Problematically though, these analyses focus on the successes while ignoring the many failures of ICT introduction. This selection bias has resulted in overly optimistic hypotheses linking new ICTs to authoritarian regime breakdown. ICT introduction analyses, in short, share much in common with earlier modernization theory studies: they assume that the Internet, like modernization, allows increased communication among the political opposition and thus limits an autocratic leader’s ability to maintain uncontested rule (Pye 1990; Knei-Paz 1995; Arterton 1987; Kedzie 1997; Lerner 1958; McLean 1989; Pitroda 1993).

Critics of technological determinism note, however, that governments—indeed authoritarian governments—are often the main, if not only, proponents of technological advancement in developing countries (Kalathil and Boas 2003; Kapur 2002; Rodan 1998). These scholars provide a helpful corrective in that they demonstrate that ICT advancement and political liberalization need not proceed simultaneously, that new ICTs, as witnessed in Singapore, China, Cuba and throughout much of the Middle East, may be used to reinforce rather than weaken authoritarian rule (Gary Rodan 1998; Kalathil and Boas 2003). Our study builds on these findings and argues that regulatory regimes, not technology itself, shape the effects new ICTs have on political change.

Curiously, as the Central Asian cases demonstrate, not all authoritarian states adopt restrictive regulatory policies toward new ICTs. Even when traditional media—print, television, radio—are heavily censored, new ICTs may operate with few restrictions. Central to this variation, we argue, are economic and human resource capacity. While government elites may identify adoption of ICT as critical to economic growth, not all states have the financial and intellectual capital necessary to develop and use these modern technologies. In several post-Soviet Central Asian successor states, for example, governments have had to turn to outside actors for ICT equipment and know-how. And, as the Central Asia cases demonstrate, it matters how state leaders engage the international community in their pursuit of ICT technology. Where states purchase ICT hardware outright and thus require little interaction with foreign donors, authoritarian regimes have succeeded in maintaining control over new electronic media. In contrast,
where governments must rely on foreign aid to purchase new technologies, states have markedly less authority over the use and application of ICTs.

**Overview of the Cases**

Kyrgyzstan, Uzbekistan, and Kazakhstan illustrate this causal link between the role of foreign aid and ICT regulatory regimes. With the assistance of foreign donors, Kyrgyzstan drafted liberal policies for Internet use and regulation. Although the existence of formal written laws does not always reflect practice, the Kyrgyz case demonstrates how Internet users and Internet service providers apply formal legislation to defend their newly acquired ICT rights. Likewise, although Uzbekistan is one of the region’s more closed regimes and the international community condemns the Karimov regime as an “enemy of the Internet” (Machleder 2002; Reporters sans Frontiers 2004), in 2002, foreign donors induced Uzbekistan to change its rigid control of the ISP market as a condition for the provision of technology and equipment. By contrast, Kazakhstan, which has benefited from direct foreign investment in oil and natural gas, has been able to purchase ICT equipment outright and, as a result, has seen markedly less interference from foreign donors in the formation and implementation of ICT policies. In sum, as the following case studies suggest, states that depend on international NGOs and aid organizations to fund ICTs have more permissive ICT regulatory regimes. In contrast, economically self-sufficient states control the internet much as they do other media. As we note in conclusion, these findings have important implications for the downstream effects of foreign funding and political liberalization in developing countries.

**Kyrgyzstan**

Starting in 1993–94, international donor and development organizations made significant contributions to the adoption of ICT in Kyrgyzstan. International organizations supplied the Kyrgyz government with software and extensive computer and network equipment (Nusurov 2002). Moreover, the international community was active not only in the building the ICT infrastructure, but also in the implementation of appropriate legislation (Mikosz 2004).

In 1995 Kyrgyzstan adopted its first national ICT plan. A shortage of funds, however, delayed the ICT development and the plan’s implementation (Perraton 2004: 55). Hoping to overcome financial constraints, Kyrgyzstan’s leadership turned to the international community for aid in developing the country’s ICT infrastructure. USAID, UNDP, and the Soros Foundation responded to Kyrgyzstan’s petition, supplying experts and hardware as well as considerable advice on how to draft, design and implement an ICT regulatory regime. By most measures, foreign aid has had a liberalizing effect; in a recent review, the UNDP cited Kyrgyzstan’s ICT development and regulation as a “best practice” example for other countries in the developing world (Perraton 2004: 55; Mikosz 2004).

Partially as a result of its comparatively early decision to develop new telecommunication policies, ICT statutes in Kyrgyzstan are more straightforward than in the other Central Asian countries. Three laws—the Law on Communications, the Law on Licensing, and the Law on Informatization—regulate activities of ICT companies. One agency, the Ministry of Transport and Communications, is the state institution responsible for the management and regulation of new ICTs in Kyrgyzstan. Ultimately
however, it has been the foreign aid community as much domestic laws and supervising agencies that have shaped ICT development in Kyrgyzstan.

As part of the first telecommunication project funded by the World Bank and the EBRD, Kyrgyztelecom, a joint-stock company, received exclusive control of long-distance and international telephone service. Importantly though, within the framework of this same project, the World Bank required the non-participation of Kyrgyztelecom in communication sectors other than telephony (Kyrgyzstan Development Gateway 2001). Thus, Kyrgyztelecom was to provide network infrastructure for private operators and, in turn, inter-operator tariff agreements were to be concluded on a competitive basis, subject to antimonopoly regulation. It should be noted that in 2002 Kyrgyztelecom did receive a nationwide license to offer Internet access. The number of private ISPs, however, continues to grow. Moreover, these private ISPs have begun to challenge Kyrgyztelecom’s presence in the market. For example, through the industry group, the Internet Club Public Union, private ISPs have charged that Kyrgyztelecom is violating antimonopoly practices by not charging long distance fees customers using dial-up access (Nusurov 2002; BISNIS 2003a).

Between ten and fifteen ISPs now operate in Kyrgyzstan, the greatest number of ISPs in any Central Asian country. Access to the internet has been further aided by the proliferation of private and non-governmental Internet centers and cafes. Moreover, a NATO funded connectivity project has provided educational institutions, libraries, and hospitals with ICT and satellite equipment so as to provide free Internet access to Kyrgyz citizens throughout the country (Ukrainian Times 2003).

Encouraged by its international donors, the Kyrgyz state has itself assumed a leading role in furthering public access to new ICTs. Internet access, for example, is provided to prisoners in Kyrgyzstan’s prisons (BBC Monitoring 2004a). The state, moreover, has opened free Internet centers in rural areas, a critical step in advancing connectivity given that more than half of the Kyrgyz population lives outside major cities. Other indicators of Kyrgyzstan’s progressive approach to new ICTs include e-governance projects to further state transparency as well as the decentralization of licensing for Kyrgyz domains. Thus, the private ISP, Asia-Info, registers all “dot-KG” domains in the country (Kyrgyzstan Development Gateway 2001: 26).

This comparatively liberal ICT regulatory framework stands in marked contrast to the Kyrgyz government’s policy toward traditional media. As is the case elsewhere in Central Asia, the Kyrgyz print, radio and television media have faced considerable constraints in what they can and cannot report. Until Freedom House opened its own press in 2004, for example, the government controlled the only operating press in the country. Self-censorship, not surprisingly, was common as were sudden “breakdowns” of the government press when opposition papers attempted to print articles critical of the central administration. Revealingly however, whereas the government cancelled newspaper runs and muted criticism on television and radio programs, internet-based media reporting has continued relatively unhampered by state intervention.

**Kazakhstan**

In contrast to the Kyrgyz government, the Nazarbaev regime in Kazakhstan has maintained strict authority over the Internet. Here, the government’s desire for monopoly power is matched by real state capacity to ensure unrivalled control. The Nazarbaev
government, awash in oil money, is the richest in Central Asia. During its first decade of post-Soviet independence, Kazakhstan received as much foreign direct investment as did Russia, a country with a population ten times the size (World Bank WDI). And unlike his Kyrgyz counterpart’s dependence on international aid and grants, President Nazarbaev effectively applies oil revenues to dictate the course of ICT development in Kazakhstan.

Whereas Kyrgyzstan’s international dependence constrained the central government, Kazakhstan’s oil wealth affords the Nazarbaev government influence over both the principals and the policies of ICT infrastructure. Two government-owned telecommunication companies, Kazakhtelecom and Nursat, control the Internet market in Kazakhstan. Throughout the 1990s, these government monopolies were sufficient to ensure new ICT media did not threaten Kazakhstan’s authoritarian government. Kazakhtelecom, for example, controls about 70 percent of the internet access market (Johnson 2003). Although the Kazakhtelecom and Nursat monopolies persist today, the Nazarbaev government has begun to develop new, regulatory strategies of control. Kazakhstan, like many post-Soviet states, covets membership in international organizations such as the WTO. And should Nazarbaev discover WTO membership is conditional on breaking the Kazakhtelecom and Nursat monopolies, the state’s new ICT regulations will ensure that Kazakh government maintains control over electronic communications.

That the Kazakh government maintains monopoly control over Internet service providers does not mean that it has entirely eschewed foreign ICT investment. As in other Central Asian states, Kazakhstan’s ICT industry is in its infancy and, as a result, Kazakhtelecom and Nursat have had to contract with outside companies such as Seimens, WorldCom, Nortel, Cisco, and Lucent Technologies to provide fiber optics and digital switching equipment. Most international companies have been content simply to provide hardware and leave Internet and telecommunications provision to the Kazakh monopolies. A few, however, have attempted to enter Kazakhstan’s ICT provider market. The ease with which the Nazarbaev government has thus far dismissed these attempts demonstrates the advantages oil wealth conveys to authoritarian governments confronted with potentially destabilizing new technologies.

The Nazarbaev regime has employed multiple strategies to limit foreign acquisitions of and influence over the Kazakh ICT market. One effective policy has been to stall negotiations and to refuse contract guarantees to foreign investors. In 1996, for example, Deutsche Telekom sought to acquire a 49% stake in Kazakhtelecom. In return for capital investment, the German company would gain control of the Kazakh monopoly for six years. Deutsche Telekom was ultimately scared away, however, when the Nazarbaev government refused to commit to new tariff hikes and to a clearly defined foreign operator license (Williamson 1998).

Another strategy has been simply to deny foreign companies the chance to acquire shares in the Kazakh ICT majors. In September 2000, for example, the Kazakh government denied Moscow-based Golden Telecom’s attempt to buy a 10% stake in Nursat. The Kazakh Transport and Communications Minister, Karim Masimov, justified his government’s rejection of the Russian company’s bid by appealing to national defense: “I think it would be wrong if a company which provides the government with
communications was controlled by a private company…. We are talking about national security” (Interfax-Kazakhstan 2000).

Security indeed is an overriding concern of the Kazakh political elite. It is likely their own security, however, more than that of the nation, about which they are most worried. The Kazakh opposition has attempted and occasionally succeeded in using the internet as a tool to mobilize opposition against the Nazarbaev regime. Thus, through websites such as Eurasia.org.ru and the online newspapers, Navigator and Assandi-Times, the Kazakh opposition has repeatedly exposed corruption and graft in the presidential administration. Such exposés have unnerved the governing elite. Information, Culture and Public Consent Minister Altynbek Sarsenbayev, for example, fretted that some of these new websites have a readership that “outstripped Kazakh media in terms of the daily readers” (Agence France Presse 2001).

Monopoly control, importantly, allows the Nazarbaev government to block Kazakh citizens’ access to what is deemed offensive online papers. Initially, Kazakhtelecom and Nursat officials denied that the government had instructed them to block oppositionist websites, claiming instead that access problems were due to “technical” problems with the sites themselves (IPR 2000). More recently, however, the Kazakh government has hobbled opposition websites by subjecting them to the same draconian media laws it had long been applying to newspapers and broadcast journalism. The popular internet paper, Navigator, to take one prominent example, was fined $32,000 in January 2003 for allegedly libeling President Nazarbaev’s son-in-law in 2003 (IPR 2003). And, further tightening the screws on the electronic media, in July 2003 the Nazarbaev government created a new policing body, the Kazakh Agency for Information Technology and Communications, “to implement state policy on information technology and communications” (Interfax-Kazakhstan 2003). Throughout spring and summer 2005, Nazarbayev reportedly barred coverage of the upheaval in Kyrgyzstsan and Uzbekistan from Internet, television, and radio coverage and the government has drafted a new law that introduced greater restrictions on Internet uses (Schwartz 2005; Navi 2005). Thus, on the threshold of the December presidential elections, the Kazakh government has built a regulatory regime that effectively stifles free press in the electronic media—a regime that will persist even if WTO accession does force the end of the Kazakhtelecom and Nursat ISP monopolies.

Nursultan Nazarbaev is likely the envy of Central Asia’s other authoritarian leaders. He enjoys the best of both worlds—in the space of fifteen years, he has built a modern ICT infrastructure while, at the same time, through his regime’s monopoly control over ISP providers, he has limited the regime destabilizing effects that often accompany ICT modernization. Whereas the Kyrgyz government was forced to concede a significant degree of control over electronic media in return for international aid in developing the ICT sector, the Kazakh state was able to apply its oil wealth to buy a modern telecommunications infrastructure outright, no strings attached. Paradoxically, at least in the Central Asia cases, it is poverty rather than wealth that leads to a more competitive, vibrant, and free telecommunications and electronic media environment.

---

2 In April 2001, the Kazakh parliament passed a new media law making websites subject to the same libel laws as are print and broadcast media. See, for example, “Parliament Passes Strict Media Law,” IPR Strategic Business Information Database, April 22, 2001.
Uzbekistan

Well known for oppression of opposition groups, Islam Karimov’s authoritarian regime exercises tight control over the flow of both traditional and new ICT media in Uzbekistan. To a limited degree, the international community has influenced Uzbekistan’s ICT policies through the conditional provision of equipment. Nevertheless, ICT regulation remains vague. Instead of a coherent ICT regulatory regime, the restrictive laws which control the traditional media are applied to the Internet. The Uzbek state’s control, importantly though, is not complete. Freedom House has found, for example, that the Uzbek government’s restrictions on Internet content are less severe than those used to control traditional print and broadcast media (Sussman 2001).

Likely in part responsible for this rare opening in the electronic media is the complex and confused network of regulatory bodies which are tasked with governing ICT in Uzbekistan. More than fifteen laws, including Uzbekistan’s Constitution, muddled Civil and the Taxation Codes, and the state’s Administrative Liability Code regulate the ICT sector (UNDP 2003). Tasked with enforcing these codes is an equally complex array of regulatory bodies—the National Security Service, the Ministry of Defence, the Uzbek Agency of Communications and Informatization, and the Cabinet of Ministers.

Despite this confused delineation of regulatory responsibility, the Uzbek government has periodically attempted to exert influence over the Internet despite the protests of international aid organizations. In 1996 a concert of aid organizations including UNDP, USAID, and the Open Society Institute began providing Uzbekistan with ICT equipment and technical support. Less sanguine about Uzbekistan’s autocratic Karimov government, however, donors extended considerably less ICT than they did to Kyrgyzstan. (Note: We’re working on concrete measures to demonstrate this—the variation in aid is substantial but we are struggling with the $ numbers and how best to demonstrate this variation). As a result, the Karimov leadership has been less beholden to foreign donors and better able to shape the Uzbek internet to serve state ends than has the Kyrgyz government. Until recently, for example, the state-controlled UzPak group maintained exclusive monopoly rights as Uzbekistan’s sole ISP. As a result, the Uzbek government could easily restrict access to external information channels.3 Other companies had been able to lease bandwidth from UzPak. Though nominally independent, these private ISPs nevertheless remained prisoner to the UzPak filter, which, according to official rhetoric, the state maintained so as to combat terrorism.

USAID and the Open Society Institute were not convinced by the state’s terrorism explanation and, in the late 1990s, these aid organizations withdrew their ICT support to the Uzbek government. The withdrawal of aid at first appeared to have little effect on the Karimov leadership. In 2001, however, the UNDP conducted an e-readiness assessment of Uzbekistan which demonstrated that the country had quickly fallen behind countries with which it had once maintained ICT parity (UNDP 2003: 1). Shortly after these findings became public a chagrined Uzbek state liberalized its ICT regulatory regime in the hopes of securing foreign aid. To a limited degree the Uzbek state’s new ICT policies have yielded results; in addition to its modest liberalization, ICT development in Uzbekistan is now proceeding with bilateral support from Great Britain, Germany, the

3 This model has also been used by Singapore and China (among others) as a way to maintain state control of what some have deemed a medium that defies regulation (Kalathil and Boas 2003; Rodan 1998).
United States, Switzerland, Japan, and Spain and multilateral aid from the UNDP, World Bank, EBRD, ADB, the European Union, and USAID.

Despite limited reform, though, the development of the ICT sector in Uzbekistan is nevertheless a mixed story. Observers suggest that Uzbekistan now has as many as 263 registered ISPs. Only 35-40 of these ISPs, however, likely are actually operating. Moreover, the majority of Uzbekistan’s ISPs are in the capital city Tashkent and only a handful of these providers have connections to international channels independent of the UzPAK network (Gidaspov 2001; U.S. Embassy Tashkent 2001). In reality, Uzbekistan’s ISP market is divided between UzPAK and the private company Naitov, which together control approximately 80–85 percent of the market (Avdeeva and Jalilov 2002). In short, although the international community’s provision of ICT equipment has created some openings for Uzbek Internet users, foreign donors’ comparatively constrained role has not encouraged the extent of liberalization seen in the Kyrgyz case.

Conclusion

Our research demonstrates that the relationship between new ICTs and politics need not be a liberalizing one. President Reagan’s prediction, alas, has not proven true; “the Goliath of totalitarianism” has not succumbed so easily to “the David of the microchip” (Kalathil and Boas 2003). Indeed, the spread of new information and communications technology, rather than encouraging democratization, can have decidedly illiberal effects on governance. When authoritarian governments have the economic wherewithal to purchase ICT hardware, as the oil rich Kazakh government does, new technologies further autocratic control. Importantly though, where governments are forced to turn to international donors and businesses to fund ICT acquisition, as has been the case in Kyrgyzstan and, to a lesser degree, in Uzbekistan, authoritarian control is less assured and electronic media can have dramatic political effects. Tajikistan is, by contrast, an intermediary case, where foreign aid has not yet filled in for insufficient domestic resources and government control of ICTs prevails. In short, foreign aid and conditionality, while it often fails to promote reform in other spheres of governance (Knack 2004; Remmer 2004; McGlinchey 2003), can lead to more open ICT environments.

Critically, while the liberalizing effect of these more open ICT environments is by no means certain, recent uprisings in Central Asia do offer insights into what, in conclusion, we suggest may be the changing nature of social mobilization, protest, and revolution. Social science scholars instruct that mass uprisings are rare events, so rare that scholars have all but conceded a theory of revolution is unlikely. Indeed, rather than delineating those conditions which lead to social upheaval, scholars have instead concentrated attention on why societies are so seemingly willing to tolerate repressive rule (Skocpol 1979, Olson 2000).

While we do not offer a new theory of revolution, we do believe, that recent uprisings in authoritarian Uzbekistan and Kyrgyzstan, as well as mass protest movements elsewhere in the authoritarian world, demand a rethinking of long standing assumptions in the social mobilization literature. Most scholars of protest and opposition employ a mixture of structural and rational choice logics in their explanations of why societies more often than not are docile in the face of authoritarian rule. From the structural side, revolutions are thought to occur only in those rare occasions when state institutions prove
insufficient to contain or repress societal demands (Huntington 1968, Skocpol 1979). Similarly, from the rational choice end, mass uprisings materialize during rare periods when individuals perceive that protest will produce policy or regime change, rather than leading to personal harm, (Kuran 1991). Though structural explanations begin with the state whereas rational choice narratives emphasize the individual, the causal mechanism is the same—repressive state capacity ensures individuals rarely surmount the collective action challenges necessary for mass uprising or revolution.

Jail, torture, and death indeed have proven to be strong disincentives to protest. Yet, in other contexts, people are willing to accept terrible risks in the pursuit of strongly held beliefs—soldiers enter battles knowing the chance for injury or death is high. Similarly, health and aid workers volunteer in war zones, well knowing that personal safety and financial remuneration may be far greater at home. Why should risk calculations differ in these examples than in the cases of popular protest?

The explanation lies in the value of socially constructed meaning. In order to perceive the efficacy of individual action, indeed for there to be efficacy in individual action—people must believe their behavior will affect others. The soldier goes to battle because she sees the value in her contribution to the battalion and the greater war effort. Likewise, the health worker enters war zones because he can see the improvement in the welfare of his patients. Until now, however, the oppositionist and would be revolutionary in the vast majority of cases could see protest leading only to anonymous suffering at the hands of an authoritarian state. What use is protest if state control is such that opposition goes unnoticed by one’s neighbors?

In the past, repressive regimes could disappear activists, regimes could deprive protest of social content by rigidly controlling information networks. Today, however, even the Uzbek regime—among the world’s most authoritarian—cannot hide its repression. Whereas in the past fears of unrecognized—and thus, meaningless—repression acted as a check on political opposition, the rise of new and difficult to control ICTs encourages protest even in states where all other forms of repressive capacity remains strong.

In short, while we cannot pinpoint when and in which authoritarian states uprisings will occur, we can predict that, given the nature of new ICTs, the incidence of uprisings and, as a result, political instability will be greater than it has ever been in the past. As such, understanding what causes variations in ICT regulatory regimes in otherwise similarly authoritarian states is ever more critical to theorizing about the (in)stability of non-democratic states. Of course, this would not be the first time innovations in technology forced social scientists to adjust theories of political change. Print capitalism gave rise to standardized language and, in turn, the imagined identity of the nation (Anderson 1991). Similarly, new ICTS—cell phones and the internet in particular—give immediate meaning to what, in the past, would have been unrecognized acts of individual opposition. In the process, today’s innovative ICTs have enabled a new language of popular protest. Encouragingly, in some cases instability and protest may lead to revolutionary political reform. Here, the role of foreign aid and its liberalizing effects on ICT regulation is undeniably positive. The past fifteen years of post-Soviet Central Asian instability and uprising, though, serve as a sober reminder that political instability and the overthrow of one authoritarian regime does not preclude the rise of new forms of illiberal rule. New communication technology aids proponents of political reform; however ICT alone cannot guarantee future democratization.
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